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Abstract
Objective.

Arterial

mechanical

properties

are

of

growing

interest

in

the

understanding of cardiovascular disease development. We aimed to determine the
predictive value of carotid wall mechanics on coronary heart disease (CHD) in the
Three-City study.
Methods and Results. At baseline, 3337 participants aged  65 years underwent a
carotid B-mode ultrasonography. During a median follow-up of 43.4 months, 128
CHD occurred. Increased carotid distension (relative stroke change in lumen
diameter) was significantly associated with CHD risk. Comparison of subjects in
tertile 3 vs. those in tertile 1 (reference) showed a hazard ratio (HR) of 1.80 (95% CI,
1.17 to 2.75). Controlling for various confounders including age, heart rate, brachial
or carotid pulse pressure and common carotid intima-media thickness, did not alter
the association between carotid distension and CHD with a HR of 1.79 (95% CI, 1.12
to 2.86; tertile 3 vs. tertile 1). Brachial and carotid pulse pressures were also
independently associated with CHD. No association was found between CHD and
carotid distensibility coefficient, cross-sectional compliance coefficient, Young’s
elastic modulus or  stiffness index.
Conclusions. In the elderly, increased carotid distension was independently
predictive of CHD. This simple and non-invasive parameter might be of particular
interest for cardiovascular risk assessment.
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Condensed abstract
Relationship between B-mode ultrasound measurements of carotid wall mechanics
and coronary events was investigated in a large scale population-based cohort study
in the elderly. We showed that carotid distension, the stroke change in lumen
diameter, was positively and independently predictive of coronary heart disease.
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Studies of mechanical properties of large arteries1 have led to the development of
novel arterial parameters predicting cardiovascular events and leading to more
appropriate interventions at both the individual and population level. 2 Most
epidemiological findings on this topic have been based on systemic or regional
measurements of arterial stiffness.3 In the elderly increased brachial pulse pressure
(PP) or aortic pulse wave velocity have been shown to be independent predictors of
cardiovascular risk.4-6 Because the arteries are quite heterogenous in terms of
structure and function and because this heterogeneity increases markedly with age, 7
many studies of the aorta and of the common carotid artery (CCA) have been
performed. Reports have shown that the CCA can be investigated non-invasively,
using ultrasound techniques, with a high degree of resolution and reproducibility. 8
However, very few prospective studies have addressed the association between
carotid wall hemodynamics and cardiovascular disease risk. 5,

9-13

Carotid wall

mechanics have been mostly analyzed by the use of arterial stiffness indices, i.e.
local stress to strain ratios: distensibility coefficient (DC), cross-sectional compliance
coefficient (CC), Peterson elastic modulus, Young’s elastic modulus (Einc) or 
stiffness index.14,

15

Such parameters incorporating central blood pressure are thus

difficult to measure. Additionally to stiffness indices, hemodynamical properties of
carotid artery might be appreciated by its distension, i.e. the systolic-diastolic
expansion of the artery, during the cardiac cycle in response to local pulsatile stress.
Carotid distension, can be estimated simply, non-invasively with a high reproducibility
16, 17

and as its measurement does not incorporate PP, this mechanical parameter

might be of particular interest.
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Furthermore, the predictive value of carotid distension on cardiovascular disease risk
in population is largely unknown, especially in the elderly. We thus used a large
population-based cohort, the Three-City (3C) study, to determine whether carotid wall
mechanics, carotid distension in particular, could demonstrate predictive value for
coronary heart disease (CHD) in the elderly.

Methods
Subjects and study design
The design of the 3C study as well as the detailed baseline characteristics of the
participants have been reported elsewhere.18 The study protocol was approved by
the Ethical Committee of the University Hospital of Kremlin-Bicêtre, and each
participant signed an informed consent. Briefly, between 1999 and 2001, 9294
community-dwelling aged 65 years were recruited from the electoral rolls of 3
French cities (Bordeaux, Dijon and Montpellier). A baseline ultrasound examination
of the carotid arteries was proposed to participants aged  85 years who were able
to come to the examination centers (N=8883, 95.5%). Due to logistic concerns this
examination was not proposed during the last 6 months of subject recruitment, and
was finally performed on 6584 subjects (74.1%). Estimation of carotid wall mechanics
was provided by a special protocol introduced between December 1999 and
December 2000, and thus proposed to the 4674 subjects who underwent the
ultrasonography during this period (Figure 1). Carotid wall mechanics could be
performed in 75.5% of these participants (N=3529). Compared with participants
included during this period but without carotid wall mechanics measurements
(N=1145), these subjects were somewhat younger (73.24.7 vs. 73.74.7 years;
P=0.005), with slightly lower diastolic blood pressure (DBP) (81.710.7 vs. 82.411.6
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mmHg, P=0.02) and lower heart rate (69.610.6 vs. 70.910.9 bpm, P<0.001). No
difference was observed regarding center, CCA intima-media thickness (CCA-IMT),
carotid plaques or CHD occurrence. After exclusion of 98 subjects lost to follow-up
(mean age: 75±5.5 years, 50% men), and 94 subjects with missing data for other
covariates, the study sample was based on 3337 subjects. From this population
followed during a median time of 43.4 months [min-max: 1-48] a total of 128 (3.8%)
CHD occurred.

Clinical and biological evaluation
Data were collected during a face-to-face interview using a standardized
questionnaire administered by trained nurses. Personal history of cardiovascular
disease was defined as a history of myocardial infarction, angina pectoris, coronary
balloon dilatation or artery bypass, stroke, or peripheral artery disease surgery.
Centralized measurements of biological parameters were performed. Diabetes was
defined as previously reported.19 Brachial blood pressure was measured twice after
at least 5 min of rest in a seated position with an appropriately sized cuff placed on
the right arm, using a validated automatic oscillometric device 20 (OMRON M4; model
HEM-722C, OMRON Matsusaka Corp., Kyoto, Japan). The mean of both measures
was used in the analyses. Mean blood pressure (MBP) was calculated as one-third of
the sum of systolic blood pressure (SBP) plus twice DBP, and PP as the difference
between SBP and DBP. Hypertension was defined as a SBP ≥ 140 mmHg and/or a
DBP ≥ 90 mmHg and/or use of antihypertensive drugs.
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Ultrasonography
The ultrasound measurements were performed according to a scanning protocol
common to the three centers, with standardized central reading of scans at the
Reference Reading Center (Broussais Hospital, Paris) by one trained reader as
described before.19 The B-mode system (Ultramark 9 Hight Definition Imaging) with a
5 to 10-MHz probe was used at each center. The images, along with simultaneous
ECG acquisition, were transmitted to an automated computer system (IôTECTM) and
digitized into 640x580 peak cells gray levels for off-line analysis. The examination
involved scanning of the CCAs, the carotid bifurcations, and the origin of the internal
carotid arteries right and left. The presence of plaques was assessed at the time of
the examination, as previously reported.19 All measurements of CCA-IMT were made
off-line at a site free of any discrete plaque and analyses are based on mean CCAIMT of the far wall for 1-cm length of both CCAs.
Longitudinal scanning of CCAs along with simultaneous ECG acquisition, allowed
visualization of the lumen-intima and media-adventitia interfaces of the near and far
walls, as previously published.17 When the two parallel echogenic lines were clearly
visible on the monitor along at least 1-cm, a succession of images was acquired to
determine the instantaneous waveform of arterial diameter. Systolic (Ds) and
diastolic (Dd) diameters were determined for each cardiac cycle and defined as the
average of distances between the two leading edges of far- and near-wall lumenintima interfaces. The diameter dimension was averaged over three or four
successive cardiac cycles of right and left measurements. Carotid PP was
determined according to the method from Van Bortel et al 21 and from another
equation derived from our own previously published data in the elderly. 22 This second
method was retained to present the results, except when otherwise mentioned in the
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text, please see http://atvb.ahajournals.org. The distension of the CCA was evaluated
as the stroke change in lumen diameter, i.e. difference between Ds and Dd ( D)
divided by Dd:
Carotid distension= (Ds-Dd)/Dd, %.
In addition to carotid diameter, carotid PP and CCA-IMT were used to estimate the
DC, the CC and the Einc as follows: 14, 15, 23
DC= (2D*Dd+D2)/(PP*Dd2), in 10-3/kPa
CC= *(2Dd*D +D2)/4PP, in mm2/kPa
Einc= Dd/(CCA-IMT*DC), in kPa
The  stiffness index was defined as follows:14
= ln (SBP/DBP)/[(Ds-Dd)/Dd].
Results of inter and intra-observer reproducibility study are available online in Figure
I, please see http://atvb.ahajournals.org.

Ascertainment of coronary events
After baseline measurements, subjects were followed-up during a period of 4 years.
CHD occurrence was ascertained every two years by examining or by contacting
participants (self-administered questionnaires sent to participants who could not
come to the study center), by identifying hospitalizations and deaths for potential
CHD during the four years. Trained physicians obtained hospital charts and recorded
presenting symptoms, out-of-hospital deaths were investigated by means of death
certificates and, by an interview with one or more next-of-kin and a questionnaire
filled out by the patient’s physician. Coroner reports or autopsy reports, when
available, were obtained. A coronary event was defined as a definite hospitalized
angina, a definite hospitalized myocardial infarction, a definite CHD death (I210-I219,
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I251-259, I461 and R960 ICD-10 codes) or a definite coronary balloon dilatation or
artery bypass. If a patient had multiple events, the first was used in the analysis.

Statistical analysis
Carotid distension, DC, CC, Einc,  stiffness index, as well as carotid and brachial
PPs were analyzed as sex-specific tertiles, with the lowest tertile serving as the
reference category (lowest values). Confounders independently influencing carotid
distension were analyzed using a forward stepwise multiple regression. Cox
proportional hazards models were used to estimate the rate ratios of CHD between
the tertiles of carotid wall mechanics or brachial (or carotid) PP and for 1 standarddeviation (SD) increase in these variables. Major determinants of CHD were
systematically included in the models (age, sex, body mass index (BMI), smoking
status (never vs. former and current smokers), LDL cholesterol, triglycerides,
diabetes mellitus, carotid plaques, cardiovascular disease history). All variables
related either to carotid wall mechanics or brachial (or carotid) PP were added next
(heart rate, MBP, antihypertensive drugs, lipid-lowering drugs, CCA-IMT and
educational level). Linearity was tested by introducing a quadratic term in the models,
which was not rejected. The proportionality assumption of Cox’s model was tested by
including an interaction term for follow-up time and each carotid wall mechanic or
brachial (or carotid) PP separately with no evidence that the assumption was
violated. Multiplicative interaction terms between carotid wall mechanics and brachial
(or carotid) PP were tested. Interaction between carotid wall mechanics and brachial
(or carotid) PP and their covariates was also tested in separate multivariate models.
Data were analyzed with the SAS 8.02 software package (SAS Institute Inc., Cary,
North Carolina, USA).
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Results
Baseline characteristics of 3C participants (Table 1)
Participants were aged 73.24.7 years, of which 39.4% were men, 74.7% had
hypertension and 12.2 % had cardiovascular disease history. In general, participants
in Montpellier city were younger, better educated, with lower carotid PP values and
lower proportion of carotid plaques than in Bordeaux and Dijon cities (Table I, please
see http://atvb.ahajournals.org).

Associations between confounders and carotid distension (Table 2)
In univariate analyses, age, BMI, DBP, MBP, heart rate and triglycerides were
negatively linked to carotid distension. However, SBP, brachial and carotid PPs,
beta-blockers, lipid lowering drugs, CCA-IMT and carotid plaques were positively
associated with carotid distension (data not shown). Multivariate analysis, using
forward stepwise multiple linear regression, showed that heart rate was the
strongestindependent predictor of carotid distension, followed by carotid PP, age,
MBP, CCA-IMT, female sex and BMI. Simultaneous introduction of beta-blockers and
heart rate into the model led to the loss of the association between beta-blockers and
carotid distension whereas the heart rate regression coefficient remained significant
(data not shown), indicating that the relation between beta-blockers and carotid
distension is underlied by heart rate.

Hazard ratios (HRs) of CHD for carotid wall mechanics and brachial PP (Table 3)
CHD risk increased with increasing carotid distension up to an unadjusted HR of 1.80
(95% CI, 1.17 to 2.75) for subjects with the highest carotid distension values (tertile
3) compared with the reference group (tertile 1; P for trend=0.004). Estimate
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remained statistically significant after controlling for various risk factors including
heart rate, CCA-IMT and carotid plaques (tertile 3 vs. tertile 1: multiadjusted
HR=2.01; 95% CI, 1.27 to 3.17). Similar results were observed after exclusion of
subjects with cardiovascular disease history at baseline (n= 408 including 46 events),
(tertile 3 vs. tertile 1: multi-adjusted HR=2.05; 95% CI,1.12 to 3.75) or those using
beta-blocking agents at baseline (n=549, including 37 events), (tertile 3 vs. tertile 1:
multiadjusted HR=1.96; 95% CI, 1.15 to 3.34). Brachial and carotid PP were also
associated with CHD risk (Table 3). Introduction of carotid distension and brachial PP
in the same multi-adjusted model slightly modify their estimates for carotid distension
(tertile 3 vs. tertile 1: HR=1.79; 95% CI, 1.12 to 2.86) and for brachial PP (tertile 3 vs.
tertile 1: HR=1.81; 95% CI, 1.04 to 3.15). Similar results were observed for carotid
distension after adjustment for carotid PP in place of brachial PP (tertile 3 vs. tertile
1: HR=1.79; 95% CI, 1.12 to 2.84). In addition, results remained unchanged by
replacing brachial PP by carotid PP estimated from Van Bortel et al.(tertile 3 vs.
tertile 1: HR=1.80; 95% CI,1.13 to 2.88).
No statistically significant association was found between CHD occurrence and DC,
CC, Einc or  stiffness index values. Neither SBP, MBP, heart rate nor CCA-IMT
values were associated with CHD risk (data not shown). DBP was negatively and
independently associated with CHD events and no J curve effect was detected (data
not shown). Subjects with carotid plaques at entry (45%) were at significant
increased risk of CHD (multi-adjusted (model Table 3) HR=1.67; 95% CI, 1.12 to
2.49). However, no statistically significant interaction was found between these risk
factors, age, sex, brachial or carotid PP, center and carotid distension on coronary
risk (data not shown).
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Discussion
The major finding of the 3C study, a large population-based elderly cohort, was that
the increase in carotid distension was significantly predictive of CHD occurrence.
This relationship was independent of age, sex, brachial and carotid PPs, heart rate,
antihypertensive drugs, CCA-IMT, carotid plaques and other major cardiovascular
risk factors. Confirming previous results,4 brachial PP was independently predictive of
CHD. No association was found between CHD occurrence and carotid stiffness
indices.
Since only community dwellers aged  65 years who were able to come to the study
examination centers were included in our study, it is unsure to what extent our
findings may be generalized to all elderly persons, notably those in institutions.
Participants with carotid wall mechanics performed at baseline were somewhat
younger and with lower DBP and lower heart rate compared with participants missing
these measurements. But, the magnitude of such differences might not be
considered as clinically relevant and no differential association was observed
between the two groups regarding CHD occurrence. Subjects may have started
antihypertensive medication after the baseline examination which may have affected
arterial hemodynamical properties and underestimated the hazard ratios. However, in
the present study, antihypertensive treatment did not appear to be a confounder
when adjustment was performed. In comparing data regarding the CCA
measurements of pulsatile diameter, the major difficulty is to consider which
population, which device and which part of the arterial wall have been used. In our
study, carotid distension values seemed somewhat higher than those previously
described by others.24 Geometrical carotid arterial measurements were made using
B-Mode system, and according to Stadler et al.,25 the mean CCA distension
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amplitude from this method has been shown to be significantly larger than of the
echotracking system. Nevertheless, the automated computerized B-mode ultrasound
arterial diameter image has been previously validated against this method. 17,

25

Confirming the findings of Graf et al.17, we showed high intra- and interobserver
repeatability of carotid diameter measurements. In addition to the method used,
differences between our measurements and those from others could be explained by
the part of the arterial wall, inner or outer, choosen to estimate carotid diameter and
distension values. Indeed, as observed by Segers et al.26, tracking the outer wall in
comparison with the inner wall as in our study, yielded higher diastolic diameter,
lower absolute stroke change and lower relative stroke change. Few longitudinal
studies have addressed the association between carotid hemodynamical properties
and cardiovascular risk. Most of them were based on highly selected populations
showing a wide variability among the values of carotid wall mechanics

and

contrasted results.5, 9-13
Dijk et al.9 in a hospital-based prospective cohort study followed 2183 patients
(mean age: 59.7 years) with manifest arterial disease during a mean period of 2.8
years and found no association between coronary events (n=117) and carotid
distension, DC, CC, Einc or  stiffness index. In the Rotterdam Study, including 2835
subjects aged  55 years and followed-up during a mean period of 4.1 years, DC was
the only carotid wall mechanics parameter studied by Mattace-Raso et al.5 , for which
no association with CHD occurrence (n=101) was found. To our knowledge, only
Stork et al.10 have investigated the predictive value of carotid distension on
cardiovascular risk in asymptomatic individuals. After a 48 months follow-up period of
367 non-institutionalised elderly men (>70 years), the authors observed no
association between carotid distension, DC, CC,  stiffness index and cardiovascular
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mortality (n=28), which was mainly due to CHD (n=20). Only increased E inc remained
positively and independently predictive in the multivariate analysis. None of these
studies estimated carotid wall hemodynamics by the use of carotid PP. In fact, it has
been suggested

5,9

that measuring carotid stiffness indices with brachial blood

pressure, which is higher than carotid blood pressure in middle aged subjects,23
might lead to an underestimation of the relation of arterial wall mechanics with CHD
events. Nevertheless, the 3C study showed, in 3337 subjects ≥ 65 years, the
predictive value of carotid distension and carotid PP on CHD risk, with the lack of
predictive value of carotid distensibility. This finding does not exclude that other
parameters, such as impedance 3 or inertance 27 which could not be measured in this
study, might act on cardiovascular risk.
The physiopathological mechanisms linking carotid distension to CHD events are to
be carefully elucidated. Several hypotheses may be suggested.
First, the positive association we observed between coronary events and
carotid distension but not stiffness indices might be partly explained by local PP.
Stiffness indices based on blood pressure assume the hypothesis that there is a
linear relationship between blood pressure and change in arterial diameter, which is
not.1, 28 In our study, according to previous findings,29 carotid PP was strongly related
to coronary events. Whether local blood pressure is a cause or a consequence of
carotid distension is unclear. However, the association we observed between carotid
distension and coronary events was independent of carotid PP suggesting thus that
the arterial wall expansion was not fully determined by the local shear and tensile
stresses.
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Second, the association between carotid distension and coronary events might
be dominantly due to atherosclerosis. In our study, carotid distension was associated
with carotid plaques. However, this parameter did not act independently on carotid
distension and no statistically significant interaction was shown between them on
coronary risk. Further, the association between carotid distension and coronary
events was still significant after adjusting for carotid plaques, indicating that their
association was not a simple consequence from atherosclerosis. Our results suggest
that increased carotid distension might be less related to atherosclerosis than to
arteriosclerosis, a typical feature of the aging process.
Third, carotid distension was associated with increased PP and CCA-IMT, two
factors involved in vascular remodelling, with progressive thinning and fracturing of
the elastic load-bearing fibers, and subsequent higher dilation of the vessel with each
pulse.7,30 Additionally, age-induced intimal lesions and endothelial dysfunction may
also participate to this vicious circle.1, 7
Fourth, the significant link that we observed between CHD and pulsatile
diameter requires to take into account the role of aging on heart rate and the
autonomic nervous system. As previously reported,16,31 we found that heart rate
acted independently on carotid distension and was negatively related to this
parameter. Heart rate reduction participates to the modification of the arterial
mechanical properties, increasing markedly the hysteresis of the pressure-diameter
curve and contributing to the modifications of the viscous component of the arterial
wall

32

and to the age-dependent baro-reflex mechanisms.33 In this context, the role

of treatment with  blockers should be considered. Beta-blocking agents did not
appear to confound per se the relation between carotid distension and CHD
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occurrence. However, by decreasing heart rate, beta-blocking agents may enhance
the magnitude of arterial distension with possible consequences in clinical pratice. It
has been shown that, in hypertensive subjects, treatment with  blockers reduces
adequately brachial blood pressure but does not act significantly on arterial wall
structure and does not lower central systolic blood pressure as much as treatment
with angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors or calcium antagonists.34
In summary, in the 3C study, the predictive value of carotid distension on coronary
events in elderly was independent of major cardiovascular risk factors, including
brachial and carotid PPs. Carotid distension could be measured simply and non
invasively in large populations to identify subjects at high risk which could expand the
range options for appropriate primary intervention, cardiovascular risk assessment
and risk reduction strategies. Further studies are needed to better characterize the
physiopathological processes underlying the association between carotid distension
and CHD occurrence.
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Table 1: Baseline characteristics of 3C participants (n=3337)
Mean  SD or %
Age, y
Men, %
BMI, kg/m2
Former, current smokers, %
Educational level, %
no school or primary  diploma
secondary without baccalaureate degree
baccalaureate or university degree

SBP, mmHg
DBP, mmHg
MBP, mmHg
PP, mmHg
Hypertension, %
Heart rate, bpm
LDL, mmol/l
HDL, mmol/l
Triglycerides, mmol/l
Diabetes mellitus, %
Cardiovascular disease history, %
Antihypertensive drugs, %
Diuretics
Beta-blockers
Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors
Calcium antagonists

Lipid lowering drugs, %

73.2  4.7
39.4
25.3  3.8
37.1
34.0
30.3
35.7
145.2  21.2
81.8  10.8
103.0  13.0
63.4  16.1
74.7
69.6  10.3
3.56  0.83
1.63  0.41
1.23  0.59
9.0
12.2
46.2
13.4
16.4
12.5
11.9
31.2

Carotid artery
Systolic diameter (Ds), mm
Diastolic diameter (Dd), mm
Absolute stroke change in diameter [Ds-Dd], mm
Distension [Ds-Dd]/Dd, %

5.77  0.81
6.31  0.88
0.53  0.15
9.33  2.37

Distensibility coefficient, 10-3/kPa
Cross sectional compliance coefficient, mm2/kPa
Young’s elastic modulus, 103/kPa
 stiffness index

28.39  10.77
0.74  0.32
0.33  0.15
5.80  1.79

Carotid PP, mmHg †

55.0  14.6

Intima-media thickness (CCA-IMT), mm
Plaques, %

0.71  0.12
45.0
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Table 2: Multiple linear regression analysis with carotid distension as
dependent variable
Carotid distension ,%
SE
P
*
Heart rate, bpm
Carotid PP, mmHg
Age, y
MBP, mmHg
CCA-IMT, mm
Sex (F vs. M), %
BMI, kg/m2
Model’s adjusted R squared

-0.57†
0.65†
-0.41†
-0.45†
0.36†
0.23
-0.11†

0.04
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.08
0.04

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.004
0.005

Percent of explained
variance ‡
5.64
4.69
2.62
2.19
2.05
0.19
0.18

16.21

*Regression coefficient adjusted for age, sex, center, BMI, carotid PP, MBP, heart rate and CCA-IMT.
† For 1 SD of heart rate (10.3), carotid PP (14.6 ), MBP (13.0), CCA-IMT (0.12), age (4.7) and BMI (3.8).
‡ Complete model’s adjusted R squared minus adjusted R squared in the model without the specific factor.
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Table 3: Hazard Ratios (HRs) of CHD for carotid wall mechanics and brachial PP
HR (95% CI)
No
Unadjusted
Multiadjusted †
of events
Carotid distension,%
For 1 SD* (2.37)

128

1.19 (1.01-1.41)

1.25 (1.05-1.48)

Tertile 1
Tertile 2
Tertile 3

33
36
59

1 reference
1.07 (0.67-1.73)
1.80 (1.17-2.75)

1 reference
1.12 (0.69-1.82)
2.01 (1.27-3.17)

Carotid distensibility coefficient, 10 /kPa
For 1 SD (10.77)

128

0.91 (0.75-1.10)

1.03 (0.84-1.26)

Tertile 1
Tertile 2
Tertile 3

46
40
42

1
0.83 (0.54-1.28)
0.88 (0.58-1.33)

1
1.02 (0.65-1.58)
1.17 (0.72-1.91)

Carotid cross-sectional compliance coefficient, mm /kPa
For 1 SD (0.32)

128

1.03 (0.88-1.20)

0.92 (0.76-1.13)

Tertile 1
Tertile 2
Tertile 3

42
49
37

1
1.12 (0.74-1.70)
0.84 (0.54-1.30)

1
1.18 (0.77-1.81)
0.86 (0.53-1.41)

Carotid Young’s elastic modulus, 10 /kPa
For 1 SD (0.15)

128

1.20 (1.04-1.39)

1.03 (0.86-1.23)

Tertile 1
Tertile 2
Tertile 3

45
36
47

1
0.80 (0.52-1.24)
1.08 (0.72-1.63)

1
0.70 (0.44-1.11)
0.78 (0.47-1.28)

Carotid  stiffness index
For 1 SD (1.79)

128

1.15 (0.98-1.34)

1.06 (0.90-1.25)

Tertile 1
Tertile 2
Tertile 3

41
42
45

1
1.03 (0.67-1.58)
1.12 (0.73-1.71)

1
0.95 (0.61-1.47)
0.93 (0.59-1.45)

Carotid PP, mmHg
For 1 SD (14.6)

128

1.37 (1.17 - 1.60)

1.39 (1.13 - 1.73)

Tertile 1
Tertile 2
Tertile 3

27
44
57

1
1.65 (1.02 - 2.67)
2.20 (1.39 - 3.48)

1
1.61 (0.98 - 2.65)
2.15 (1.24 - 3.70)

Brachial PP, mmHg
For 1 SD (16.1)

128

1.43 (1.22-1.67)

1.39 (1.12-1.73)

Tertile 1
Tertile 2
Tertile 3

28
43
57

1
1.56 (0.97-2.52)
2.16 (1.38-3.40)

1
1.53 (0.94-2.51)
2.09 (1.21-3.59)

-3

2

3

* HR per 1 standard deviation increase.
† Model adjusted for age, sex, center, smoking status, BMI, MBP, heart rate, antihypertensive
drugs, LDL cholesterol, log triglycerides, lipid lowering drugs, diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular
diseases history, CCA-IMT, carotid plaques and educational level.
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